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Biography

TERRORWAY was born in 2009 in Cagliari (Italy), and soon after the band started to work on their 
first ep “Absolute”. 
Brutal, aggressive and powerful, with a refined taste for melodies are the words that describe at best 
the music of these guys, mixing the sound of great bands from the 90s specially Pantera and At The 
Gates with the surgical cruelty of  modern acts as Lamb of God, The Haunted and Meshuggah. 
While composing and recording the ep, the band took part in summer festivals with great acts such 
as Mnemic and Paul Di Anno. 
Terrorway also appears  in  two important  compilations,  with  the song “Her last  breath”  on the 
compilation Kill City vol.17, released in October 2009 on the label 272 Records, and with the song 
“Art of discernment” on  Loud Music Compilation vol.19, with great bands such as Skinlab and 
more, released on december 2012 by Street Cult Marketing. 
Their debut album “Blackwaters” was recorded in Cagliari at Corpse Factory Studio, and it was 
mixed and mastered by Jacob Olsen (Hatesphere, Moonspell) at JBO Sound Studio, and it's now 
available worldwide (released on the 30th of September via Bakerteam Records). 



Members

Ivan Fois: Guitar
Cosma Secchi: Drums
Valentino “Sidh” Casarotti: Vocals
Giovanni Serra: Bass

Genre

Modern aggressive metal, for fans of Meshuggah, Lamb of God, The Haunted and Pantera.

Discography

ABSOLUTE

(EP, selfproduced 2010)

BLACKWATERS

(LP, Bakerteam Records 2013)



Latest album feedback on international press

Total Deathcore (USA). “I have a very strong feeling that these guys are very talented. 
If they can write good songs now, imagine if they bumped up 
the musicianship just a little bit. ”

Metal Maniac (ITA). “Super band, a violence to be listened”
Rock Hard (ITA). “In  Terrorway's stylistc plot there's the key to reach ambiotious and 

important goals”
True Metal.it (ITA). “Raccomended to those who love energetic sounds”
Pestwebzine (RO).       “Stunning debut EP, get it”
Holy Metal (ITA). “These five tracks are a manifest of force, violence, power and 

technical skills”

Selling points

• TERRORWAY is one of the most talented new comer bands of the Italian extreme metal 
scene.

• Their selfproduced EP is a must for all fans of extreme and modern sounds  and refined 
melodies.

• They received great review and acclaim on most important national music press.
• Great live bands with excellent technical skills, having shared the stage with important 

bands such as Mnemic, Paul Di Anno and more.
• ‘Blackwaters’ has been mixed and mastered by Jacob Olsen (Hatesphere, Moonspell, Born 

From Pain) 
• Ads, reviews and interviews have already being planned and will appear in all the relevant 

Heavy Metal media worldwide 

Band contacts

BOOKING AND PROMOTION management@sidhcore.com
OFFICIAL WEBSITE www.terrorway.com
FACEBOOK www.facebook.com/terrorway
REVERBNATION www.reverbnation.com/terrorway
MYSPACE www.myspace.com/terrorwayofficial
TWITTER www.  twitter.com/Terrorway  

Partners
  Label   

http://www.bakerteamrecords.com                              
enzo@scarletrecords.it. 

 Management
http://www.sidhcore.com/                     
management@sidhcore.com
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